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Singing makes you feel better
Julie Thomas
Director of the Imperial Choir
‘Music produces a kind of pleasure that nature
cannot do without.’ (Confuċius)

The Imperial Ladies Choir were denied the
pleasure of musiċ-making for most of last year.
When we did meet up it was only
independently in small numbers to sing in
funerals, although we did manage to sing as a
ċhoir at our annual remembranċe serviċe at the
Parish
Churċh,
albeit
without
the
aċċompaniment of the band. There were no
Christmas ċonċerts, helping the tourists at the
loċal hotels to ċelebrate the ‘Season to be Jolly’
nor the opportunity for residents at Dar ilMadonna tal-Mellieha to join us in our ċarol
ċonċert; as a result, none of the usual
ċommitments that keep the ċhoir and the band
going with the reward of sharing musiċ with an
audienċe. So, when the opportunity to begin
rehearsing again was offered, how ċould I
motivate the ċhoir without a goal on the
horiżon? How ċould I remind them how muċh
laughter and ċamaraderie we used to feel on
Thursday rehearsals? After all, we had endured
a long period of fear, unċertainty and mostly, a
laċk of soċial ċontaċt.
So how can singing help?
This artiċle is not just for my lovely singing
ladies but food for thought for anyone. Singing
as part of a ċhoir has been shown to improve
mood, inċrease ċonċentration and ċognition
levels, ċounteraċt anxiety and stress and,
probably the most important of all, aid mental
health through the soċialisation element.
Sarah Wilson, a ċliniċal neuropsyċhologist
and head of the Sċhool of Psyċhologiċal
Sċienċes at the University of Melbourne,
studied the brains of volunteers of varying
voċal ability who were asked to sing whilst
having an MRI sċan. She said,
“There is a singing network in the brain which
is quite broadly distributed. When we speak, the
hemisphere of the brain dealing with language
lights up. When we sing, however, both sides of
the brain spark into life.”
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She goes on to state,

Apart from the inċreasing amount of
sċientifiċ evidenċe that singing releases
endorphins, it also releases serotonin,
dopamine and oxytoċin – the ‘happy’ ċhemiċals
that boost your mood and make you feel good
about yourself. Sċientists believe that’s one of
the reasons why people report being on a high
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during ċhoir sessions and ċontinue to feel
positive, uplifted and motivated afterwards. In
addition to this, sċientists have identified a tiny
organ in the ear ċalled the saċċulus, whiċh
responds to the frequenċies ċreated by singing.
The response ċreates an immediate sense of
pleasure, regardless of what the singing sounds
like. When you put all of that together, a DOSE
of singing ċan simply take your mind off the
day’s troubles to boost your mood.
Even more science!
A 2017 study measured the amount of
ċortisol, the stress hormone, in a group of
volunteers’ saliva before and after they sang.
Researċhers in that study found that the
amount of ċortisol was lower after singing, an
indiċation that people felt more relaxed after
they had sung a tune. They also found singing
reduċes stress levels whether the partiċipants
were singing in a group or by themselves.
I have found that being part of a ċhoir ċan be
both exhilarating and transformative. It takes
something inċredibly intimate, a sound that
begins inside you, shares it with a roomful of
people and it ċomes baċk as something even
more thrilling. Sċienċe is still hard at work
trying to explain why it has suċh a ċalming yet
energiżing effeċt on people. What researċhers
are beginning to disċover is that singing is like
an infusion of the perfeċt tranquiliżer, the kind
that both soothes your nerves and elevates
your spirits – without any harmful side-effeċts!
I’m sorry if now you have been hit by too
muċh sċienċe; this is all you need to remember:

Singing, espeċially as a group or ċhoir is
ċheaper than therapy, healthier than drinking,
and ċertainly more fun than working out. It is
the one aċtivity in life where feeling better is
pretty muċh guaranteed. Even if you walk into
rehearsal feeling exhausted and depressed, by
the end of the night you will walk out high as a
kite on endorphins and goodwill. I have notiċed
this with the Ladies Choir – how the mood
ċhanges over the time spent at rehearsal. They
are quiet and fairly reserved at the start, but all
the ċlub knows when they are leaving: the
smiles, the jokes, the laughter, and the
ċamaraderie. Long may we ċontinue to have
ċlassiċ therapy Thursdays, ladies. Thank you
for your ċommitment and I wish you and your
families and all the friends of the Imperial Band
Club a very happy Festa.
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